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EDITORIAL

from the Executive Director’s desk

It is no surprise that my interest in sport and physical education is
high. Being raised on a farm and being active from a young age,
sport and physical activity has always been a huge part of my life
and that of my children. Recently, a study in Perth has shown that
the majority of Gen Z kids are displaying a lack of physical and
motor skills compared to previous generations.
These basic physical skills include balance, running, jumping,
throwing and catching. The study compared differences between
kids of today, and their counterparts years ago. These are all
elements of physical literacy which, to me, are just as important as
Maths, English and the Sciences.
Young children are losing opportunities to engage in active play
where they can develop imaginative skills, where they learn a lot
of social skills. They also do not have the ability to investigate their
risk-taking and know their own personal limitations to challenge
themselves. They are not getting the same exposure to these
sort of play situations that people in the 40’s and 50’s had when
they were growing up. Of course, this is my opinion, but many
researchers are finding that young children are tending to lead a
more sheltered upbringing.
Some time ago, the Education Department and many private
schools felt it was more important to teach young children the
3 “r’s” - reading, writing and arithmetic which limited physical
education times for children in schools. Looking at school
playgrounds, many of the activities of yesteryear are not available
due to the fear of students injuring themselves. We are in world
where parents are becoming helicopter parents and sport and
schools are concerned with litigation.
It is becoming increasingly important to upskill sports coaches
and PE teachers as this will build and promote a lasting culture
that makes physical literacy just as much a priority as subjects like
Mathematics and Science.

games. This physical activity also improves academic performance,
cognitive skills, mental health, psychological wellness, social skills,
and healthy lifestyle habits. Quite simply, ‘Physical literacy’ is just as
important as the ability to read and write!
If you are reading this then I am preaching to the converted. You
understand the importance of young children and adults being
involved in sport. Physical literacy is the motivation, confidence,
physical competence, knowledge, and understanding to value and
take responsibility for engagement in physical activities for life.
To be involved in sport at an early age and have the basic
fundamental movement patterns means that you will generally be
an active adult. When we look at the benefits of being physically
active they are too many to ignore.

These include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improve your memory and brain function (all age groups)
Protect against many chronic diseases
Aid in weight management
Lower blood pressure and improve heart health
Improve your quality of sleep
Reduce feelings of anxiety and depression
Combat cancer related fatigue
Improve joint pain and stiffness
Maintain muscle strength and balance
Increase life span.

I think the above points speak for themselves – it is all about our
quality of life.
I, along with everyone that is reading this piece needs to
encourage people of all ages, ability, background and race to
become more involved in physical activity to gain the benefits.

So, what is ‘Physical literacy?’ It is the ability to move with
competence and confidence in a wide variety of physical activities
in multiple environments that benefit the healthy development of
the whole person.

The Academy is proud to be working with young developing
athletes in many different elements of their life and sporting
journeys and we hope to help them make wonderful life choices in
the future.

Physical literacy is about developing the fundamental movement
skills that all children need, such as running, hopping, throwing,
catching and jumping. These movement skills in turn give kids the
confidence to participate in different physical activities, sports, and

We would like to thank the Gold Coast City Council and all of our
sponsors for their continued support for our sporting programs.
Leading into the 2032 the support of regional sporting talent is
going to be extremely important.

One of Gold Coast’s
Premier Entertainment,
Dining & Leisure Destinations
Experience family-friendly facilities with something for everyone.
From a family dinner buffet in Frenzy’s Restaurant to cocktails with friends
at Aviary Rooftop Bar, Southport Sharks features entertainment and dining
options for all ages. The destination includes two restaurants, a café, six bars,
free weekly entertainment, kids club, modern 24/7 fitness centre, multi-purpose
events centre, two AFL grade ovals, sports facilities, gaming facilities, plus a
120-room Mantra hotel.

One of Gold Coast’s
Premier Entertainment,
Dining & Leisure Destinations
southportsharks.com.au

We look forward to welcoming you to
Southport Sharks soon!

Corner Olsen & Musgrave Aves, Southport, 4215
(07) 5532 1155

Experience family-friendly facilities with something for everyone.

Teaching Kids to Skip
Skipping is such a good exercise. It
is a great activity when the weather
is terrible or if you get ‘locked down’
and cannot leave home to exercise.
I found that skipping came into its
element last year when athletes
were unable to be involved in formal
training. It is also a wonderful activity
to improve coordination and aerobic
capacity – kids will become more
active and get fitter.
Have you ever wondered what to
do when it is raining, or maybe an
alternative warm up activity for your
athletes? Skipping is an inexpensive
exercise that allows athletes to do it at
home without too much supervision
(once the athletes know what to do).
It is a particularly good exercise to do
when the weather outside is horrible,
or parents are not able to take their
son/daughter to an organised training
session (life can sometimes be too
busy), or dare I say it, (we get locked
down).
It is a great cardiovascular workout
for them (and parents can join in if
they wish). It is an activity that can
be used for coordination, agility,
balance and timing, involving both
arm and leg activities. Skipping has
a lot going for it. Another big plus
about skipping is the cost is minimal
- all you need is a place to jump (not
a hard surface if possible), a good
rope and a good pair of shoes. The
right rope is important. It should be
heavy enough to develop a steady
rhythm and long enough for the ends
to reach your armpits when you stand
on the centre of the rope.
I have found that a lot of young
children can’t skip. Can you? Why?
Because we just don’t do it anymore.
Kids are much happier to sit in front
of a computer or TV. I can remember
when as a child we used to take a
skipping rope to school or maybe a
length of elastic or some chalk. What
happened to hopscotch and elastics?
These exercises helped us with our
coordination and balance. So where
to from here? The first step you will
need to take is to teach your athletes
how to skip, so make sure YOU,
yourself can skip. Practice!
By following the next simple steps,
you can teach your young athletes
how to skip correctly and how to
get the most enjoyment out of this
exercise. (Parent or coach).

Step 1
Show them how to jump on the balls of his feet. Demonstrate how to jump up and down while
keeping your feet slightly apart and your back straight. Advise them to land softly after each
jump and to keep his knees slightly bent. (This can be introduced without a rope and later on a
rope can be used.)

Step 2
Have the athletes jump in sync with you (important you can do it or have someone you know who
can skip). Develop a good rhythm in the jumps. Get them to keep their shoulders relaxed and
elbows close to the body.

Step 3
Find a thin stick or pole, such as a stick, pool cue or broom. Crouch down next the athlete’s feet.
To develop their timing, have them jump over the stick as you pass it underneath the front of
them. Make sure they are jumping straight up and not jumping forward.

Step 4
Find a rope and another person to help you hold it. Stand on one side of the athlete and have
the other person stand on the other side. While you hold opposite ends of the rope, swing the
rope slowly so that the athlete can jump over it. Try to increase the pace of the swings after a few
minutes. Encourage the athlete to get a rhythm.

Step 5
Have the athlete practice jumping straight up and down again without the rope. Show them how
to turn their wrists as if he is swinging a rope. Tell them to pretend that they are swinging a rope
underneath their feet and to coordinate their jumps with the imaginary rope. Have them close
their eyes while they jump to better visualise the rope and hear their feet landing lightly.

Step 6
Give them the rope if all is going well. Tell them to slowly swing the rope forward over their heads
and under their feet. Make sure they continue to keep their back straight, elbows in, shoulders
relaxed and head up as they jump. Focus on doing just a few jumps correctly without tripping
up. Then see how many can they do without losing rhythm? Try to increase the number of
consecutive jumps.

Step 7
Remember to consistently encourage and tell the athletes not to get frustrated if they frequently
get tripped up by the rope. Many adults find it challenging to skip too. To make skipping more
fun, play some music and let them try to develop a jumping rhythm with the song or beat.
Once the athletes are able to jump simply without too much trouble, introduce some more
complex skills and develop a training session. You can develop a circuit activity with a number of
different activities with the rope. Some activities are briefly explained below:

Double Bounce - Starting skip.
• All you do is simply jump twice in one rotation of the rope.
• Single Bounce - This is the next step up from the double bounce.
(You can ask the athlete to attempt to jump rope for a time frame
or number of jumps (eg 30 seconds or 30 jumps).
• Just jump once over the rope instead of jumping twice.

Single Sideswing
• Put your hands together, while holding the handles, and swing
the rope from one side of your body to the other.
• Keep repeating step 1.
• When you are ready, open your hands. Swing the rope down
and jump.

High Knees

Wounded Duck
• Jump up in the air and land with your toes pointing in.
• Jump up and land with your toes pointing out.
• Keep repeating this.

Front Kicks
• With the first turn of the rope land on both feet.
• With the second turn of the rope land on your left foot and kick
your right.
• With the third turn of the rope land on both feet.
• With the fourth turn of the rope land on your right foot and kick
your left.

Double Under

• For this you will need to jump high and turn fast.
• Do the single bounce skip with high knees (be sure to
• Start with a single bounce.
correct the athlete’s body position here - do not let them lean
• Jump high into the air and turn the rope as fast as you can.
backwards).
• Side Straddle - If you’ve ever done a jumping jack you’ll get this one. • If you do this right the rope should pass under you twice before
you land.
• Pretend you’re doing a jumping jack using only your feet.
• Question is - how many can you do without messing up?Cross
Front Straddle
• You’ll need to know how to do the cross to do this one.
• Jump with one foot in front and the other in back.
• Start like you do with the cross.
• Jump and switch the positions of your feet.
• When you cross you must quickly uncross and cross again
before you jump the rope.
X-to-Straddle
• Your arms should have crossed twice in one jump, if not, keep trying.
• Jump with your feet spread apart.
Front Back Cross
• Jump and cross your legs.
• Repeat steps 1 and 2.
• Do a single bounce and then do a sideswing.

Heel Exchange
• Jump and touch your heel to the ground in front of you.
• Switch feet and touch the other heel to the ground in front of you.
• Keep repeating steps 1 and 2.

Toe Exchange

• Keep one arm crossing the front of your body and one arm
crossing behind your back.
• Jump through the rope and then go back into a sideswing.
• Good job! If you got it, great! If you didn’t, keep trying.

Most really important tips:

• Warm up. Get the heart rate elevated and muscles warmed up
by lightly jogging in place for approximately five minutes.
• Ensure posture is erect (shoulders down away from ears,
shoulder blades pulled lightly back, abdominal muscles pulled in
toward the spine) but relaxed when you skip.
Jogging Step
• Look straight ahead, not down at your feet. (Have a clock on the
wall and get them to look at it).
• Turn the rope and step over the rope with one foot.
•
Roll up to the balls of your feet to push off and land lightly back
• On the next turn of the rope step over the rope with the other foot.
on the balls of your feet when you land so the load of impact is
• It is just like jogging in place while jumping the rope.
with the muscles along with your joints.
• Keep your knees slightly bent.
Hopping
• Arms should be relaxed at your sides, wrists swinging the rope.
• Turn the rope and step over the rope with one foot.
• On the next turn of the rope step over the rope keep hopping on • As you start, turn the rope just fast enough to keep it moving in
an arc over your head. When it comes down towards the floor,
the same foot.
spring off the balls of your feet just high enough so that your feet
• It is just like hopping in place while jumping the rope.
clear the rope. You don’t need to jump very high or kick your
• Can be done on the right and left foot (try to land as much as
feet up behind you. Work on developing rhythm – listen to the
you can on the flat of the foot so as to take the pressure off your
rope and your feet jumping lightly over it – it should sound like a
shins, as with bounding).
steady drum beat. (This will improve with practice).
•
Because of the high intensity of skipping, athletes need to start
Cossack jumps
off slowly. As they improve, where they go with jump roping
• Turn the rope and step over the rope with one foot.
depends on them. They can assimilate into their warm up if they
• On the next turn of the rope step over the rope with the other
like to keep it as a regular routine.
foot, keeping the other foot out in front and taking the weight of
•
Don’t forget to have fun! Once learnt you never forget how
the body on the back foot.
to skip. Challenge the athletes to develop their own tricks • On the next turn of the rope change feet so the opposite foot is
crossing arms or getting the rope to pass under your feet twice
now out in front and the weight of the body is on the other foot.
in every jump etc. See how many they can do - make squad
records. Yes, athletes love competition!
Front cross
I
hope
that this has given you some ideas for alternative sessions
• With the first turn of the rope jump a regular jump.
on
days
that are difficult to do anything on.
• With the second turn of the rope cross your arms and jump
Happy
skipping
/ have some fun.
through the loop that you made with the rope.
• Jump and touch your toe to the ground behind you.
• Switch feet and touch the other toe to the ground behind you.
• Keep repeating steps 1 and 2.

Discover a Taste for Every Occasion at RACV Royal Pines Resort

Kalinda Restaurant

Panorama Lounge

Tees’ Clubhouse

Videre

Trattoria Amici

Arakawa Restaurant

Breakfast
Start your day with a casual breakfast
at Kalinda Restaurant and plenty of
coffee or refreshing juice. Bookings
essential.

Coffee Lounge
The perfect place to relax and enjoy
your choice from our espresso coffee
range, light snacks or pre-dinner
drinks.

Casual All Day Dining
Enjoy a great menu selection. Perfect
for a cold beverage before or after a
round of golf.

High Tea
Enjoy coastal views and an indulgent
high tea from Level 21 on Saturday &
Sunday. Bookings essential.

Italian Restaurant
Enjoy delicious Italian cuisine, wood
fire pizza, Italian wines and an alfresco
dining atmosphere. Takeaway pizza
available.

Japanese Restaurant
Enjoy tasty teppanyaki, the freshest
sushi or a la carte dining. Arakawa
also features intimate tatami tables
which can be reserved for special
occasions.

Opening Hours:
Breakfast 6.30am - 10.00am
Monday - Friday
Breakfast 6.30am - 10.30am
Saturday, Sunday & School Holidays

Opening Hours:
Cafe 8.00am - 5.00pm
Bar 5.00pm - Late
7 days a week

Opening Hours:
Breakfast & Lunch
6.30am - 6.00pm
Sunday - Thursday
Late Trade
Friday & Saturday

Opening Hours:
High Tea 10.00am - 3.00pm
Saturday - Sunday

Opening Hours:
Dinner 5.30pm - late
7 days a week

Opening Hours:
Dinner 5.00pm - late
Wednesday - Sunday

For Restaurant Reservations Phone 07 5597 8715 or email royalpines.restaurants@resorts.racv.com.au
Opening times subject to change
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All Sports Travel update
We are now well and truly into the 2nd year of this global
pandemic, something we didn’t imagine a year ago!
Now that we have adjusted to a new normal where domestic
travel is our only option, more Aussies than ever before are
exploring their own backyards.

ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT THINGS THE
GCAS FAMILY CAN DO IS SUPPORT THOSE THAT
SUPPORT US.

Many sporting events that were cancelled last year have returned
in 2021 with COVID-safe plans in place, and we are seeing strong
interest from sporting groups who are very keen to travel around
the country.

During the last year and a half, the travel world has done it hard, and
this is likely to continue into the next year. What we can all do is to
support a travel company that supports the Academy. All Sports
Travel has been behind that Academy for some time, willing to help
families and sport organise and plan holidays and sporting getaways.

In addition, many travel and tourism operators are offering flexible
cancellation options, so if you or your team are considering
travelling this year, please contact us and we can work with you to
find the perfect travel solution.

Please call them to see how they can help you and advise them that
you are part of the Gold Coast Academy of Sport family.
Visit Australia – Call Ellen, Andrew or the staff in the office to see
where you can visit and see our own backyard.

Support a local business! Email us at info@allsportstravel.com.au
for a tailored quote.
Warm regards,
Ellen and Andrew

ALL SPORTS TRAVEL

Magic Million Preparations
The preparation of yearlings for the Sales is very much like preparing an athlete for competition. They must be the very best that they
can be at that particular time. Here is an outline of the time and preparation behind getting a young horse for sale.

1,577,847 MINUTES | 1,096 DAYS | 3 YEARS TO PREPARE

2 MINUTES

TO SELL
By the time a Magic Millions yearling struts his or her stuff upon
the stage at the Gold Coast Sales Complex, the youngster has
already had an intense preparation, one aimed at horses looking
and behaving their best under the auction spotlight. As a recent
Magic Millions promotion vendors were: “It takes 1,577,847
minutes to prepare a yearling and only two to sell. Make your two
minutes count.”
Those 1.5 million plus minutes leading up to the two final minutes
include everything from sire selection to foaling, but as the clock
ticks away and sales day gets closer, out on the stud farms the
preparation of yearlings intensifies. All Magic Millions yearlings
face a fine tuned and hands-on training regime aimed at ensuring
they make the most of a one-off opportunity to impress up on the
equine catwalk. There’s not only the two minutes up on stage, of
course, there’s also up to two weeks of being stabled at the Gold
Coast, and being brought out of their box up to 20 times per day
to be inspected by buyers.
Horses that go on to win major races across this country, and
indeed the world, owe much to the unfailing dedication of yearling
preparation staff across Australia whose horsemanship, patience,
and ability to educate young horses. The disciplined eye for what
is required in evolving an un-muscled rough coated long-maned
youngster into a star of the sale ensures that a basically unhandled
and highly strung thoroughbred can adjust to stabling, being
rugged, handled, wear a head collar and have a bit in its mouth, be
paraded, stand still for periods of time, shod, led by a handler, and
transported. Don’t kid yourself. This is not easy work. Days start
well before the sun is up and finish in the twilight hue.
40 degree temperatures, tempestuous yearlings who can be no
different to naughty children when it comes to learning things,
mud and rain, flies, hours and hours of hand walking horses,
unwanted injuries and last minute disappointments on x-rays are
all part of the life of strappers. When a horse makes its entrance
into the ring looking, and sometimes even making, a magicalmillion dollars is when all that effort pays off.
It’s no understatement to say that a yearling preparation is a
huge shift in gears for a young horse that has spent the first 14-17
months of its life living in a grass paddock, eating, sleeping in the
sun, and kicking and playing with its friends.
The biggest challenge for a yearling coming in for the 10-week
yearling preparation is being confined and getting used to a
limited time out in the paddock. Getting a horse relaxed and used
to its environment is all that week one is about.

By week two horses will have a rug on for the first time, find
out what a hose plus water equals when combined with that all
important bottle of shampoo and a curry comb, be introduced to
the horse walker and slowly learning everything that is required
of them for the coming weeks. The strangest sensation of all can
be the introduction of a bit in their mouths and how life transforms
as a handler slots in alongside their nearside shoulder when
they have to walk anywhere and restrains them when needed.
The process takes a great deal of time and must be done with
sensitivity and patience. Like children attending school however,
most thrive, some love the extra daily feeds, others just love
being busy.

Their day normally starts at 5.15am when the yearlings receive
their first feed. They are then turned out at around 6am when
they are hand walked and then left out in their paddocks for 2-3
hours for important downtime. They are then swapped over
and the routine starts again. Each horse is then groomed, taken
for practices on the parade area, given daily treatments and
engaged in further education. Later in the afternoon they are
taken back out of their boxes and walked again while their boxes
get cleaned to give them a change of scenery. The importance of
hand walking in preparing a yearling for the rigours of parading
for potential buyers as well as physically developing muscle tone
cannot be emphasised enough. It also puts manners into a horse
so when it is done a sale environment is simulated as much as
possible. Handlers put obstacles out for them to walk past so
anything they are going to encounter at the sales will not seem
like so much of a shock.
Inspection time at the sales can be crucial. A lot of the time at the
sales is just the one chance to show the horse to a potential buyer
and if it comes out and plays up and doesn’t look its best, that can
be an opportunity lost.
The two aspects of preparation, physical and mental, hold equal
importance. Horses are presented in fit condition and preened
to look like a show horse, but they are also put through the
equivalent of horse deportment school to ensure they display
good manners when presented.

Grooming is also a great desensitising tool for a young horse as
they get used to people touching them everywhere. They learn to
stand so they develop patience and the more they are groomed
the more the shine in their coat comes through. Their feet are
picked out daily as it is important to ensure there are no stones in
their feet and again this is good for desensitisation.
The physical aspect is almost straight forward compared to
the mental game of getting a young horse ready for the sales
experience. One-on-one contact by hand walking horses
has a number of benefits. It’s all about the horse and handler
developing confidence with each other, getting the horse to relax
and used to being led. The horse needs to know the handler isn’t
going to put him in a situation where he is going to be scared. It’s
a bond they need to form.
Horses need to be taught how to stand correctly when being
inspected, so time is spent working in the parade ring doing
practice parades, where they are taught to stand up correctly in
the same way they would if being paraded for a buyer.
Prospective buyers aren’t the only people casting their eyes over
the yearlings. The auctioneers do their homework too. In the end
it can all come down to those two make-or-break minutes. Magic
Millions sell around 30 horses per hour – so they do only get that
two minutes, and no one wants to waste this all-important time.

FOAM ROLLER
A foam roller may be used for many reasons,
including increasing flexibility, reducing soreness,
and eliminating muscle knots. Foam rolling is a
method of self-myofascial release.

SPIKEY BALL
Spiky ball is a hard ball covered with
cone-shaped nodules – used to perform
massage, muscle release, acupressure,
and exercises.

POWER BANDS
Power bands can be used for
strength and power training, speed
and agility training, jumping and
plyometric exercises, flexibility and
joint mobility.

RED THERABAND
A theraband or resistance bands are latex bands that are used
for physical therapy and light strength training exercises. They are also
commonly used by athletes, but also people who are looking for a
low-impact strength training workout.

RESISTANCE LOOP

3 inch wide continuous loop elastic bands are an effective way to improve strength &
flexibility in glutes, knees and hips. The continuous loop provides a comfortable alternative
to tying flat resistance bands into loops, helping eliminate wear and tear.
With our partner, AllSport Physio, the Academy has put together a “Body Maintenance” pack for athletes.
Included in the pack is a foam roller, trigger point ball, a mini band, a therapeutic exercise band and a long
powerband which is for stretching. The pack costs $50 and is great value and can be used in the athlete’s
recovery time after training and competition. Some of the bands can also be used for warm up purposes to
get rid of any sore spots and help with preparation for training. It all comes in a pack which keeps all the
pieces together so they cannot be lost or damaged. Should you wish to purchase,
please do not hesitate to contact us.

SPORTSWEAR THAT
CARES
SKINS
There’s compression wear – and then there’s SKINS.
For more than 25 years, Australian brand SKINS has been
a global leader in helping to improve performance for elite
athletes through compression sportswear. It helps by applying
the correct amount of pressure to the right areas. SKINS
compression sportswear supports the body, increases blood
flow and helps you recover faster.
When it comes to recovering compression is nothing new.
Medical professionals have been using compression for years,
and every athlete knows about R.I.C.E (rest, ice, compress and
elevate). SKINS takes the concept further with its sportswear
by giving you more control of limb placement, enhanced
circulation and increased oxygen to working muscles which,
in turn, helps in minimising waste product build-up, regulating
body temperature, and giving better control of position and
movement through graduated compression. What this means
is that you are getting the right amount of pressure in the right
areas. In short, SKINS helps reduce the risk of injury which
gives you confidence to push yourself faster, higher, stronger.
Whatever your sport, SKINS compression sportswear helps you
to be the best athlete you can be, offering both performance
and recovery benefits proven through years of evidence-based
research and independent studies.
Head to https://www.statewidesports.com.au/skins-compression/ to check out the range of SKINS compression sportswear.

ZAMST
Zamst is precision engineered support technology
from Japan that has been in the business of braces,
support and care products for elite athletes for almost
30 years.
Zamst is not just a brace or support. Zamst products
are built on a vast knowledge base from the medical
field, drawn from their background as a medical device
manufacturer, and an in-depth understanding of the
human body and its limitations.
Whatever your sport, there is a Zamst product to
support you to reach your potential.
See https://www.statewidesports.com.au/zamst/ for
the full range of Zamst braces and supports.

Where to buy?
Statewide Sports is offering all athletes at the Gold
Coast Academy of Sport to purchase any SKINS or
Zamst product directly from us at a 20% discount to
RRP. To take advantage of this offer, select the SKINS
or Zamst products of your choice, and apply the code
‘CLUBGOLDSPORT’ at checkout to get your discount.
www.statewidesports.com.au

Recipe: Chocolate Brownies
- 3/4 cup plain (all purpose) flour
- 3/4 cup self raising flour
- 2/3 cup NESTLE Baking Cocoa
- 1 1/2 cups castor sugar (superfine)
- 1/3 cup (40g) roughly chopped walnuts
- 200g carton low fat vanilla yogurt
- 60ml (1/4 cup) light olive oil
- 4 egg whites
- 2 teaspoons vanilla essence
- icing sugar, to dust (optional)
Preheat oven to moderate (180 C or 350 F). Line a 30 x 20cm shallow baking pan with
aluminium foil. Sift flours and cocoa into a large bowl. stir in sugar and walnuts, and make
a well in the centre. Whisk yogurt, oil, egg whites and vanilla essence together in a small
bowl. Pour onto dry ingredients, and mix lightly and quickly until just combined. Spread into
prepared pan and smooth the surface. Bake for 30 minutes or until a skewer inserted into the
centre of the tray comes out clean. Leave in the tin for about 15 minutes, then lift out and peel
the foil away. Cut into 12 squares. Dust lightly with icing sugar before serving (optional).

Analysis

Serves 12

Energy (kj Cal)

1180 (282)		

Carb (g)		

47

Prot (g)		

56

Fat (g)		

8

This recipe has been taken from AIS Survival For the Fittest.

Recipe: Healthy hedgehog slice
- 1 cup walnuts
- 1/2 cup dried dates Soaked in hot water
and drained
- 2 tbsp honey
- 2 tbsp cocoa
- 3 tbsp desiccated coconut
- 1 cup puffed rice
- TOPPING
- 100 grams dark chocolate buttons
- 1 tblsp coconut oil
1. Line a loaf tin with baking paper. serves 16 150 calories per serve
2. In a food processor blend walnuts, soaked dates, honey, cocoa and
coconut.
A healthy twist on the traditional Hedgehog Slice
Recipe.

3. Transfer mix to bowl and mix through puffed rice. Press mix into tin.

This slice is moist, indulgent, and stuffed full of
healthy goodness. The only sweetener is natural
honey (no nasty added sugar here). With nuts and
dates galore and only 150 calories per serve – this
recipe will satisfy any chocolate craving without
wrecking weight loss goals.

5. Melt chocolate buttons and coconut oil together in the microwave in 30
second increments.

Enjoy This healthy version of the healthy mummy
Hedgehog Slice

9. Cut slice into 16 bars.

4. Set aside whilst you make the topping.

6. Stir until combined, then pour over base.
7. Move tin from side to side so that the topping evenly covers the base.
8. Tap tin on bench, then put into freezer for ten minutes.
10. Keep in fridge or freezer in an air tight container.

Sports Report – June 2021
Upper Coomera – Future Stars
In the second term, the Year 9 Future Stars were given a
presentation about Talent Identification and what is considered
when looking for potential in sport. This was to give the athletes
guide as to what selectors could be looking for when selecting
athletes for various sports. The Year 7 and 8 groups learnt more
about sports nutrition from Jennifer Hamer who is currently
undertaking a PhD with Griffith University. Jen herself was
an outstanding athlete in her younger years but her nutrition
affected her ongoing development. She is passionate about
teaching young athletes the correct way to approach what they
eat.

Rugby Union
The U12 Rugby Union program concluded at the end of March
after some sessions were lost to the rainy weather and ground
The U12 Rugby Union program concluded at the end of March
after some sessions were lost to the rainy weather and ground
closures. A friendly match against Bond Pirates was held with
all players putting into practice what they had learnt in their
practical sessions. All young players enjoyed a sausage sizzle
after the game.
The players enjoyed skills training and the four educational
core sessions held which covered Nutrition, Sports Psychology,
Strength and Conditioning and Body Maintenance and
Recovery.

Pimpama State Secondary College Future Stars
The first session of 2021 was held with the Future Stars group
at the school in May. The group consists of thirty of the leading
athletes within the school who come from various year levels.
The session was delivered by Steffani Ford from Eatsmart
Nutrition. Steff highlighted the important of the athlete’s diet,
ranging from pre-training to post-training and competition
meals. The athletes examined their own eating habits and
received advice on how to optimise their nutritional needs to
ensure the best performances possible.
The second presentation to this group in June covered Time
Management. Athletes were given tips on how to manage their
school, sporting and social calendars to ensure they fulfil all of
their commitments to the best of their ability.

Future Stars Program (Athletics)
The 2021 Future Stars program which included athletes from Track
and Field took place at the end of April. The program is being
conducted at RACV Royal Pines Resort and took the athletes through
some basic fitness tests to gauge any strengths and weaknesses they
might have. This will help the coordinator, Casey West to advise the
athletes on ways to benefit them in their development.
They will have a number of different presenters from now until
October covering the topics such as Nutrition, Body Maintenance,
Media and Interviewing skills, Time Management, Cyber Safety
and Strength and Conditioning. All presentations are delivered by
professionals in those particular fields. All athlete’s coaches and
parents have been invited to attend the sessions as it is recognised
that education needs to be continued at home and in the field.

Taekwondo
In our first newsletter of 2021 we highlighted a weekend clinic
conducted at Tans Taekwondo in Currumbin. The final workshop
took place on 14th March and includes some further life skill sessions
with practical sessions from representative coaches now resident in
Queensland. Athletes were given Media tips and an outline on Time
management skills to help with the training and other commitments.
Both weekends conducted saw the athletes engaged with skills and
topics that will help in their overall development within the sport.

Referees Program
The program for emerging referees which commenced in February
finally finished in May due to days of cancellation due to rain, ground
closures and school holidays. The Academy would like to thank the
Nerang Junior Rugby League Club for offering its grounds as a venue.
The program was an initiative of the QRL for emerging young
referees who then go on to work at a high level. Talent seen at this
emerging level then progress to further clinics held in Brisbane. The
program was initiated in 2020 but was later cancelled due to COVID
restrictions.
The underlying principle of engagement with the refs was to develop
their running technique along with giving them some basic ‘life skill’
and recovery strategies so that they could become more efficient at
their roles. Sessions included Nutrition, Strength and Conditioning,
Body Maintenance, Sports Psychology and Strapping. This year there
are 25 young participants in the program (21 male and 4 female).

Shin Splints
I am sure that you know someone who has or is currently suffering from “Shin Splints”. Apart from being painful it stops you
from being involved in any physical activity. Below is some great information for you to read.
Shin soreness is undoubtedly one of the most commonly
encountered problems in athletes in whom repetitive impact
loading forces constitute a significant part of their sport or training.
Within the sporting community the term “shin splints” is often used
to describe any number of foreleg issues. Another commonly used
term is “Medial Tibial Stress Syndrome (MTSS).”
Neither term accurately describes the specific affected anatomical
structures or the type of pathology present. It is far more useful
to localise the site of pain and arrive at an accurate diagnosis
having identified the underlying pathology so that an appropriate
management and training programme can be implemented.
Not all causes of shin pain respond to the same treatment
protocols
It is strongly advised that team mates not share solutions regarding
their shin pain but seek individualised solutions to their problem.

Causes of pain:
Most causes of shin pain stem from one, or a number of the
following conditions:

Inflammation
An inflammatory condition involving the tendons or muscles
originating of various anatomical sites around the foreleg and
attaching below the ankle to bones of the foot. Specific muscles
that are often involved include the tibialis posterior, a deep muscle
attaching to the posterior aspect of the tibia (shin bone). This is
a significant stabiliser in holding the body in an upright position
allowing for inclines or gradients on running surfaces. This muscle
(and its tendon) can be overworked when negotiating uneven or
unstable (gravelly) running surfaces.
The soleus muscle runs deep to the calf complex, specifically the
gastrocnemius which allows for the ballistic propulsion of the calf
whereas soleus, in unison with tibialis posterior, serves to stabilise
the foot onto the shin bone.
The ballistic nature of the gastrocnemius can result in tears or
strains which are not covered under the category of “shin splints”.
Muscle and tendon inflammation is characterised by a deep ache
in the shin bone following exercise initially but may progress to
a point where the athlete reports morning stiffness and difficulty
walking for some time after waking (due to the collection of
localised inflammatory fluid which gradually dissipates on active
movement such as walking for a few minutes) and finally, a
constant ache whether weight bearing or not.

Recommendations
•
•
•
•
•
•

Corrections of excessively flat (pronated feet).
Prescription of biomechanically sound running shoes
Re-education of running distances or intensity
Stretching tight muscle structures, specifically the calf complex.
R.I.C.E – Rest, Ice, Compression, Elevation
Local treatment modalities such as therapeutic ultrasound, deep
soft tissue massage
• Non steroidal anti-inflammatory medication can be used on
occasion. A doctor’s prescription will be required and caution
exercised as NSAI can irritate the gut lining.

Bone Stress Reaction
A spectrum of bony trauma can start as a simple “periosteal
reaction” (i.e. the membrane enveloping the shin bone) and
progress to a stress fracture which entails multiple “hairline cracks”
in the cortex or outer layer of the bone. Presentation may be
similar to tendonitis
previously described, but in this case, there is significant pain
on digital palpation of the bone shaft itself. One may also feel
swelling on palpation which, in severe cases, can leave an
indentation which remains for several minutes.
Management once again looks at foot biomechanics, footwear,
R.I.C.E and modalities such as ultrasound. Depending on the
severity of the problem, an athlete may need to abstain from
impact loading exercise for anything between 6-12 weeks.
Despite the sophistication of scanning modalities, the most reliable
test to assess return to running is simply pushing a finger into the
sore part of the shin. If the athlete genuinely reports little or no
pain, a graded return to running on “softer” surfaces can
be considered.

Vascular Occlusion
Often associated with formation of vascular thrombotic plaques
which in turn can occlude blood flow to the foreleg muscles. A
far more unlikely cause of pain and rarely seen in young athletes
although direct trauma to the back of the knee can conceivably
cause such a problem.

Anterior Compartment Syndrome
Although technically falling outside the true definition of “shin
splints”, a precautionary note to athletes and coaches needs
to be made about this potentially serious condition. The
“compartment” being referred to is located on the antero-lateral
aspect of the foreleg. It is bounded anteriorly by the tibia (shin)
laterally by the fibula and has a strong fibrous sheath stretched
across the top which is located just beneath the skin surface. The
muscle contained within this compartment is the tibialis anterior
and is responsible to bringing the foot upward (dorsiflexed) when
running.
The muscle expands once the athlete commences running as
blood engorges the area and the volume within this defined
“compartment” cannot accommodate the expansion. Critical
pressure may build resulting in temporary or even permanent
damage to the underlying nerve.

The athlete may experience numbness along the “kicking” surface
of the foot and may complain of a deep ache. Significantly, the
athlete may notice some difficulty in bringing the foot up between
steps. This condition is commonly known as “foot drop” and may
cause irreversible damage if left unchecked.

Treatment
• Immediately cease running
• Do not elevate the limb above hip height.
• Do not apply compression as this aggravates the problem
• Apply an ice-pack without constricting the area.
• Seed immediate medical assistance
Some athletes are anatomically prone to compartment issues
as they may have limited space for muscle expansion. In some
cases, poor foot biomechanics or a stiff ankle may result in
excessive load of the tibialis anterior muscle as may running along
an angled road or running surface.
Identifying the underlying cause can significantly reduce the
likelihood of recurrent compartment issues, however, in case of
emergency, or in the event of recurrent issues, a “fasciotomy” may
be undertaken. This is simply an incision along the fascial sheath
of the foreleg allowing the muscle to expand without pressure.
In all cases, avoid the tendency to “self diagnose” shin pain. Seek
the assistance of a Sports Physiotherapist or Sports Physician and
avoid chronic pain.

Stress fractures of the Lower Limbs
Many athletes have pain when they train or compete – it is ok until the pain is unbearable. Below is a little information in
relation to stress fractures of the lower limbs that can occur. It is hoped that many young athletes do not have to deal with
‘Stress Fractures’ but should pain be consistent and localised it is important to visit a specialist to investigate the possibility
of injuries.
Stress fractures represent one of the most common and potentially
serious overuse injuries. In runners a stress fracture of the tibia is
the bone most commonly injured.
Stress fractures are a common injury amongst sports people,
especially runners. The cyclic repetitive weight bearing nature of
running is partially a causing factor as to why runners present with
an increased rate of stress fractures, opposed to others sports
disciplines. Stress fractures have been reported in most bones
of the extremities, as well as the ribs and the spine, but the most
common location is the lower extremities.
A stress fracture is a micro fracture of a bone that results from the
repetitive physical loading of a bones failure threshold. Overload
stress’s can be applied to a bone by two mechanisms:
1. The redistribution of impact forces resulting in increased stress at
focal points in bone.
2. The action of muscle pull/s across bone.

The most common sites for lower limb stress fractures
in runners:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Femur: neck of bone or shaft (thigh bone)
Patella (knee cap)
Tibia: plateau or shaft (shin bone)
Fibula (lateral leg bone)
Medial malleolus (ankle bone)
Calcaneus (heel bone)
Talus (foot bone)
Navicular (foot bone)
Metatarsal (mid-foot bone)
Sesamoid (base of great toe joint)

Over time research has concluded that certain activities tend to
have a higher risk of specific stress fractures occurring.
Common incidence applicable some sports are:
Track and Field - talus bone stress fractures are seen in pole vaulters
-patella stress fractures are seen in hurdlers
-navicular stress fractures are predominately seen in sprinters/hurdlers.
Cricket – stress fractures in spine
Football (all codes) – lower leg, patella, spine, hips
Gymnastics / Tennis / Basketball – feet (Metatarsals)

Management:
Management of a bone stress fracture involves reducing the
impact loading until the pain is resolved. Providing that there
is no/limited impact, cross training can be implemented. Good
non-impacting cross training options include deep water running,
cycling and gym work.
Once an athlete becomes pain free with rest and cross training a
gradual return to running activity program can be adhered to and
followed. The number one mistake made by athletes recovering
from a stress fracture is they often return to sport too rapidly
causing a secondary breakdown and overload of their injured bone
site. This can result in another stress fracture/fracture.

During the recovery period athletes should try to identify and
look at what potentially were the causing factors of their stress
fracture. Training loads should be adjusted or modified accordingly
to prevent future breakdowns. Athletes should also consider their
biomechanics, footwear, training surface choice as well as their
training program and recovery periods.

Clinical Presentation:
The classic clinical presentation of a stress fracture is a patient
who presents with localized bony pain that gradually worsens,
most commonly in the lower extremity. Pain is aggravated with
physical activity and relieved by rest. Typically there has been a
recent increase of physical activity (ie pre season loading after an
off season rest period), the beginning of a new activity, or some
other change to what has been considered routine activity for
some time. Palpation will elicit localised tenderness over the bone,
and occasionally swelling and redness may be observed in the
immediate area.

Investigative Imaging:
Depending on the onset time, pain, fracture symptoms, bone/s
affected - radiographic signs are variable. Clinicians may use
plain film x rays, MRI, CT or isotopic bone scans in diagnosis
conformation. Findings of these radiographic investigations may
include early lucent zones, new bone formation, focal sclerosis,
bone callous, or later fractures or cortical cracks. At the initial
onset of symptoms, radiographic imaging may be negative as
radiographic signs often take several weeks to become evident.
The sensitivity and specificity of each radiology image mechanism
varies, so the clinical history of pain will often determine which
scan the practitioner refers the athlete for.

A common sense approach by coaches towards their athletes
training load will be beneficial in preventing stress fracture. This
needs to be complemented with a good level of two way (coach
and athlete) communication.

The
2021 Collection
All tracksuits and hoodies are available from the
GCAS office. Please either contact Annaleise
Stoyko Sports Program Manager on 0412 756
524 or at training sessions. Both of these uniform
pieces will be great coming into winter.
Item

Price

Track Suit $50.00
Hoodie

$25.00

XS

S

M

L

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

XL

•

• Available size
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